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“Crisis of Character”: Former Secret Service Agent’s
Book Blasts Hillary Clinton

By Stephen Lendman
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In the 1990s, former Secret Service agent Gary J. Byrne served in the White House, posted
outside Bill Clinton’s Oval Office.

His new book scheduled for release in late June is titled “Crisis of Character: A White House
Secret  Service  Officer  Discloses  His  Firsthand  Experience  with  Hillary,  Bill,  and  How  They
Operate.”

Details of the book are largely under wraps. A description posted on Amazon states the
following:

“Posted  directly  outside  President  Clinton’s  Oval  Office,  Former  Secret  Service  uniformed
officer  Gary  Byrne reveals  what  he  observed of  Hillary  Clinton’s  character  and the  culture
inside the White House while protecting the First Family.”

“Now that  a  second  Clinton  administration  threatens  –
their scheme from the very beginning – Byrne exposes what he saw of the real Hillary
Clinton.”

“While serving as a Secret Service Officer, (he) protected President Bill Clinton and the
First Family in the White House and outside the Oval Office.”

“There, he saw the political and personal machinations of Bill and Hillary Clinton and
those  who  were  fiercely  loyal  to  them.  In  CRISIS  OF  CHARACTER,  (he)  provides  a
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firsthand account of the scandals – known and unknown – and daily trials ranging from
the minor to national in scale.”

“Having witnessed the personal and political dysfunction of the Clinton White House –
so consumed by scandal and destroying their enemies, real and imagined – Byrne came
to understand that, to the Clintons, governing was an afterthought.”

“He now tells this story – before voters go to the polls – in the hopes that Clinton
supporters will understand the real Hillary Clinton.”

According to Byrne, “she simply lacks the integrity and temperament to serve” as president.
She and husband Bill “must never again be allowed to put your children at risk. What I saw
in the 1990s sickened me.”

Her “volcanic, impulsive” leadership style is “disdainful of the rules set for everyone else…”

Investigative journalist Ron Kessler’s book titled “The First Family Detail: Secret Service
Agents Reveal the Hidden Lives of the Presidents” reported agents assigned to Hillary after
husband Bill left office saying protecting her was a detested assignment.

They called her marriage “fake,” one of convenience, solely for political reasons, to advance
her outsized ambitions.

She’s mean and nasty, “really rude to almost everybody,” treating people “like (they’re)
beneath her.”

According to Kessler,  she once responded to a Secret  Service agent’s  “good morning,
ma’am” greeting by saying “(f)..k off.”

In public, she smiles and acts graciously. “As soon as the cameras are gone, her angry
personality, nastiness and imperiousness become evident.”

She “make(s)  Richard Nixon look like Mahatma Gandhi.”  She’s  arrogant,  never  thanks
agents, treats them like “hired help.”

Byrne said “(t)he Clintons treat running the free world like a damn part-time job…Maybe I
haven’t seen it all, but I’ve seen enough” to know the crucial urgency of preventing a Hillary
Clinton presidency.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. 

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.” 
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